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Since its creation in 1973, the award-winning Moon Handbooks series has become a top choice

among travelers who want a unique experience, a new perspective&#x97;and a few new stories to

tell. Want to know about your destination's history, culture, and social issues? Looking for the

lowdown on recreational opportunities, dining and accommodations options, and the most

interesting regional sights and entertainment? No problem. Big or small, mainstream or obscure,

every worthwhile detail is included in these books. Covering the Americas, Asia, and the Pacific,

Moon Handbooks give you the tools to create a travel strategy that's yours alone. The result? A

more personal, entirely uncommon, and ultimately more satisfying travel experience. Author David

Wright has thoroughly updated this second edition with an eye toward 2003, which is the year in

which Ohio marks its bicentennial as a state. Wright has also included more websites and contact

information than can be found in any comparative title.
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"Moon Handbooks are solidly packed with practical information and full of significant cultural

asides". -- Boston Globe --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Writer, editor, and photographer David K. Wright was born in one Midwestern state and has since

lived in most of the rest. A native of Richmond, Indiana, he attended college in Ohio and was drafted

into the Army in 1966, the day following graduation. After a meteoric newspaper career, Wright



turned to freelance writing full time and has produced 38 nonfiction books in 20 hectic years. At the

moment, he is the managing editor of a small press in Minnesota.

"Moon Handbooks Ohio" is one of the best tourbooks available for the state of Ohio. It is written in a

breezy style with a sense of humor. In addition to the major tourist destinations, many less well

known attractions are included, some of which won't be found in other tourbooks. So, for examle,

there are locations for off-road bicycling and a guitar camp run by a former Jefferson Airplane band

member. But this book is much more than a collection of attractions: there are historical overviews

and asides on popular culture. Many annual local festivals are mentioned. At the end of the book,

there are suggestions for further reading and a list of websites. This book is fun to read and

provides many good ideas for places to go and things to do in Ohio.

I hope Wright researched other cities better than he did mine, because he lists a restaurant that

closed in 1998, an inn that closed in 1998, industry that has 'recently sprouted' (but has been here

since 1966), a park at an address that does not exist, and a golf tournament at the wrong course. I'd

be afraid touse this guide for other cities!!!
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